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Explains how to set up a secure Linux-based network in businesses with less than one hundred employees and lists sources for obtaining live
technical support
This is the newest comprehensive update to the world's #1 guide to PC repair and maintenance. World-renowned PC hardware expert Scott
Mueller has thoroughly updated his legendary Upgrading and Repairing PCs to reflect today's latest PC technologies, and added a new DVD
with more than two hours of digital video demonstrating PC maintenance and repair, which can be watched on either their DVD-equipped
PCs or any DVD player. Mueller presents updated coverage of every significant PC component: processors, motherboards, memory, the
BIOS, IDE and SCSI interfaces, drives, removable and optical storage, video and audio hardware, USB, FireWire, Internet connectivity,
LANs, power supplies, even PC cases. This book also contains a detailed troubleshooting index designed to help readers rapidly diagnose
more than 250 common PC hardware problems, as well as an extensive vendor contact guide, and a comprehensive PC technical glossary.
Describes how to create and customize shell scrips for UNIX.
Meyers, the industry expert on professional certification, brings readers this concise, affordable, and portable study tool for the A+ certification
exams. With an intensive focus on what users need to know to pass the tests, plus practice exam software on CD, this is the ticket to success
on exam day.
The fact that the Mac OS X comes without a printed manual is a real problem, since Mac OS X is so different from the operating system that
came before it. Now David Pogue, the number one bestselling Macintosh author, fills the gap with the definitive guide to Mac OS X.
Provides information on how to upgrade, maintain, and troubleshoot the hardware of laptop computers, discussing the differences among
them as well as their various configuration options.
Ancestry magazine focuses on genealogy for today’s family historian, with tips for using Ancestry.com, advice from family history experts,
and success stories from genealogists across the globe. Regular features include “Found!” by Megan Smolenyak, reader-submitted heritage
recipes, Howard Wolinsky’s tech-driven “NextGen,” feature articles, a timeline, how-to tips for Family Tree Maker, and insider insight to new
tools and records at Ancestry.com. Ancestry magazine is published 6 times yearly by Ancestry Inc., parent company of Ancestry.com.
A guide to upgrading PCs covers such topics as CPUs, RAM, video and sound cards, storage devices, printers, and home networking.
The purpose of the ITAFISH project, executed jointly by the Italian Ministry of Agricultural and Forestry Policies and FAO, was to design,
develop and test a computerized system or methodology for the organization, storage and first analysis of the existing data on fisheries and
aquaculture available in the Mediterranean for decision-making.
The lab manual, targeted toward college students and exam takers, reinforces lessons learned in each chapter with practical, hands-on tasks.
Each exercise provides students with: recommended reading in the book; objectives to be accomplished in the lab; lists of hardware and
software needed to perform the task; step-by-step procedures; and a student lab report for observations and information.
This is the only definitive book to address the prepress needs of today's advanced-level graphics professional, written by one of the most
respected graphics experts and bestselling author. O'Quinn provides solid, real-world advice in an accessible, content-rich narrative with
updated application-specific coverage.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each and every issue
is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles
that enthusiasts crave.
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more
and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual.
Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing Manual explains everything you need to know about PCs,
both inside and out, and how to keep them running smoothly and working the way you want them to work. A complete PC
manual for both beginners and power users, PCs: The Missing Manual has something for everyone. PC novices will
appreciate the unassuming, straightforward tutorials on PC basics, such as hooking up a monitor, keyboard, mouse,
printer, and scanner. Families will enjoy sections on networking several computers to share an Internet connection,
sharing one monitor between two PCs, connecting portable media players, and creating a home theater system.
Adventurous PC users will like the clear photos explaining how to take your PC apart and replace or upgrade any failing
parts; IT professionals will be grateful to have something to hand to their coworkers who need solid, trusted information
about using their PC. In PCs: The Missing Manual, bestselling computer author Andy Rathbone delivers simple, reliable
advice on the kinds of things PC users confront every day. He shows you how to connect and configure today's musthave devices (including digital cameras, portable music players, digital camcorders, and keychain drives); burn CDs and
DVDs; scan and fax documents, and more. His section on the Internet explains how to choose the best Internet Service
Provider and web browser for your needs; send email; find information quickly on the Web; share photos online; set up a
blog; set up a webcam; access TV and radio through the Internet; and shop safely online. And Rathbone delivers plenty
of guidance on keep your privacy and your PC safe by installing firewalls, creating safe passwords, running antivirus
software, removing spyware and adware, and backing up important files.
Storage Systems: Organization, Performance, Coding, Reliability and Their Data Processing was motivated by the 1988
Redundant Array of Inexpensive/Independent Disks proposal to replace large form factor mainframe disks with an array
of commodity disks. Disk loads are balanced by striping data into strips—with one strip per disk— and storage reliability is
enhanced via replication or erasure coding, which at best dedicates k strips per stripe to tolerate k disk failures. Flash
memories have resulted in a paradigm shift with Solid State Drives (SSDs) replacing Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) for high
performance applications. RAID and Flash have resulted in the emergence of new storage companies, namely EMC,
NetApp, SanDisk, and Purestorage, and a multibillion-dollar storage market. Key new conferences and publications are
reviewed in this book. The goal of the book is to expose students, researchers, and IT professionals to the more
important developments in storage systems, while covering the evolution of storage technologies, traditional and novel
databases, and novel sources of data. We describe several prototypes: FAWN at CMU, RAMCloud at Stanford, and
Lightstore at MIT; Oracle's Exadata, AWS' Aurora, Alibaba's PolarDB, Fungible Data Center; and author's paper designs
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for cloud storage, namely heterogeneous disk arrays and hierarchical RAID. • Surveys storage technologies and lists
sources of data: measurements, text, audio, images, and video • Familiarizes with paradigms to improve performance:
caching, prefetching, log-structured file systems, and merge-trees (LSMs) • Describes RAID organizations and analyzes
their performance and reliability • Conserves storage via data compression, deduplication, compaction, and secures data
via encryption • Specifies implications of storage technologies on performance and power consumption • Exemplifies
database parallelism for big data, analytics, deep learning via multicore CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and ASICs, e.g., Google's
Tensor Processing Units
Christoph Wegmann analysiert verschiedene Organisationsmöglichkeiten des Beschwerdemanagements für international
agierende Unternehmen und entwickelt konkrete Lösungsansätze.
With its hundreds of colour images and easy-to-understand diagrams, The Complete Digital Photography & Video Manual is an essential port
of call for anyone from beginners to experienced photographers and videomakers. With the growth in sales of digital cameras and
camcorders, many people now have access to the technology, but need an introduction to the many processes and facets involved. Whether
you want to take a snap and put the image on your computer, or film a video complete with titles, sound and special effects, you will find
everything you need in this book including: how to choose the right equipment and accessories; understanding your camera and its functions;
guides to all the relevant techniques; advice on how to create the best pictures; tips on how to avoid common mistakes; and distributing your
completed videos via festivals and the Internet.
Like other versions of Linux, Slackware is distributed free of charge. Slackware 4.0 is enjoying favorable reviews and breathing new life and
momentum into the product. LinuxCare.com gave Slackware 4.0 the highest ratings in the following categories: installation, software,
administration, support, and ownership cost. Other more popular flavors received much lower grades in all five of the criteria.
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